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Executive summary

Cyber Hermes: Ransomware Trends Report examines currently active
ransom groups, their tactics and techniques, and analyzes their victims of
2021, who had their data disclosed.

Key figures:
● US organizations are the most frequently targeted by this type of

attacks, accounting for almost 50% of overall public ransomware
disclosures

● Construction is the most targeted industry, followed by Information
Technology and Law Practice

● Total ransom amount paid in 2021 exceeded $100M

General trends
Cyber Hermes analyzed 20 active ransomware groups acting in 67 countries.
We excluded such families as Sodinokibi (REvil) and Suncrypt due to their
hiatus.

Based on our observations, most groups employ at least two of the four
standard ransom strategies:

● Data encryption
● Data leakage
● Denial of service
● Intentional reputation damage

One of the trends we saw a lot is the increased activity of ransomware groups
to recruit affiliates who would breach new companies and receive around
70-80% of the paid ransom, while the remaining part would be kept by the
malware administrators. The recruitment typically happens through darkweb
forums and anonymous messengers, such as Tox[1]

Another interesting observation is that most of the groups try to follow some
kind of “ethics codes” that usually include ban on attacking ex-CIS countries,

[1]: https://tox.chat/
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critical infrastructure, hospitals and so on. Nevertheless, there are exceptions,
and there are several groups that do not restrict themselves by the industry.

Based on our analysis, the most active group in 2021 was Conti, with a total of
487 victims in 28 countries at the moment of writing. The group accounting
for the most diverse geography is Lockbit 2.0 that leaked data from
companies from 48 countries.

There was a considerable pushback from the ransomware groups against
professional ransom negotiators[2]. Based on our data, the use of negotiators
allowed to reduce the amount of paid ransoms by as much as sixfold.

The total amount of payments in 2021 exceeded $100M[3], and according to
the US Treasury for the period since January 1, 2011, the total amount might
be as high as $5.2B[4].

Breached companies
Malicious groups often push their victims as much as they can to pay within
the specified time frame. If there is no response, or the parties fail to reach an
agreement, hackers publish the stolen data in their “official leak blogs”.

Figure 1: Public blog of AvosLocker ransomware group

[2]: https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ransomware-gang-threatens-to-wipe-decryption-key-if-negotiator-hired
[3]: https://ransomwhe.re
[4]: https://therecord.media/treasury-said-it-tied-5-2-billion-in-btc-transactions-to-ransomware-payments
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We examined 1120 breached companies from such blogs of currently active
groups, and classified them into two major categories, which are described
below.

Breaches per industry
Breaches of construction, IT and law organizations were disclosed more
often than others.

For this research, we used the LinkedIn list of industries[5], and cross-checked
each breached company with its corresponding LinkedIn page. When no
industry was specified or the organization didn’t have a public site, we
matched it manually.

Top-10 industries that were chosen as targets more often than others are
listed below.

Industry # breached companies % of total

Construction 87 7.8%

Information Technology and
Services

48 4.3%

Law Practice 35 3.1%

Automotive 35 3.1%

Government Administration 33 2.9%

Wholesale 30 2.7%

Machinery 30 2.7%

Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing 30 2.7%

Retail 29 2.6%

Transportation/Trucking/Railroad 27 2.4%

[5]: https://www.sage.exchange/post/linkedin-industries-list-rankings-2021
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Figure 2: Breaches per industry

Despite construction companies being the top target in 2021, the distribution
above demonstrates great variation, and it is likely we might see a new top
target in 2022.

Breaches per geography
Breaches from organizations from the US, Canada and France were
disclosed more often than others, with the US organizations accounting for
almost a half of our public breaches.

Top-10 countries that were chosen as targets more often than others, and
graphs outlining numbers of public disclosures per country and continent,
are presented below.



Country # breached companies Percent of total

US 557 49.7%

Canada 76 6.8%

France 66 5.9%

UK 62 5.5%

Germany 49 4.4%

Italy 36 3.2%

Spain 24 2.1%

Australia 20 1.8%

Brazil 17 1.5%

India 14 1.3%

Figure 3: Breaches per country



Figure 4: Breaches per continent

Looking at the split by the continents (see Figure 4), more than 85% of all
attacks were conducted against North American and European organizations.

Conclusions
● Ransomware groups are becoming more active than ever, and seem to

target a wide range of companies from different industries: there are
no safe or unimportant companies anymore.

● Prevention is better than cure: adopt post-breach mindset and
consider a holistic approach to security of your company

● Whenever possible, avoid ransom payments #nomoreransom[6]

● If payment is your only option, consider ransom negotiators as an
effective mechanism to reduce the price

[6]: https://www.nomoreransom.org
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About Cyber Hermes

Cyber Hermes OÜ is an Estonian cybersecurity company
specializing in cyber crisis management, and specifically

ransomware research, negotiation and prevention.

We help companies to build their first security programmes,
prepare for a security incident, and in case the worst case scenario

already happened, minimize the impact of the breach.

Headquarters
Sepapaja tn 6, Tallinn, 15551, Estonia

Email: info@cyberhermes.com

In a cyber emergency?
Our 24/7 response team:

urgent@cyberhermes.com

Follow us
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/cyberhermes

Twitter: @cyberhermescom
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